
VIEW IN BROWSER

Like a memorable tasting, photography captures the essence of the present moment. Velier’s passion for this 
art form led them to contact the legendary Magnum agency. The agency was founded in 1947 by renowned 
photographers which today include some of the best press reporters in the world. This year’s sight was set on 
American photographer Elliott Erwitt, the agency’s former preseident, with four photographs being used to 
illutrate this exciting release of the Magnum series. But it gets better, or should we say bigger? We’re also 
releasing a limited number of 3 litre jugs of Hampden, the Younger. 

SHOP NOW

4 big rum 1500ml arrivals and a 3-litre jug! 

MAGNUM SERIES #1 
AND A ROYAL NAVY TRIBUTE 

MOUNT GAY 14 YEARS OLD 

Mount Gay 14 years old truly represents the beating heart of the Mount 
Gay distillery. It is a very old, intense, and unique expression of the iconic 
brand identity of Barbados. It has only been distilled in a double retort pot 
still and has never been blended with column distillate (as official Mount 
Gay branded rums do). Distilled in 2007, this round and complex spirit 
spent 14 years in white American oak barrels in Barbados and is bottled at 
60% ABV. 
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Good things come in all shapes and sizes but it’s safe to say these new Caribbean rum arrivals are a big deal. 
Full, intensely flavourful, and bursting with aroma, quantities are exceptionally limited and will be sold on a 
first come first serve basis. 

Available online www.spiritssouthafrica.co.za

SHOP NOW

FOURSQUARE 16 YEARS OLD 

Foursquare distillery in Barbados has recently become known for its old 
and limited bottlings. This 16-year-old is no exception. It is a blend of 
rums distilled in pot and column stills, aged 16 years in ex-bourbon and 
ex-sherry casks, this is a great expression of the well-known balance of 
Foursquare rums, and combination of strength and softness, bottled at 
61% ABV.

SHOP NOW

HAMPDEN 5 YEARS OLD 

Hampden Estate is the one distillery in Jamaica still producing with old 
techniques, using various raw materials, wild fermentation and distilling 
with iconic double retort pot stills. Known for producing a large variety of 
distillates: with an ester count between 500-700 gr/HLPA, this mark is 
identified as HLCF. Bottled at 60% ABV this ester-rich and exuberant 
rum has an intense character and is one of the most historical and 
representative rum of the ancient Jamaican style.

SHOP NOW

SAINT JAMES 15 YEARS OLD 

This Saint James 15 years old is the very first independent bottling of the 
distillery. Distilled in a Creole column still as an AOC Agricole, blend of 
two vintage 2004 and 2006, it conveys a very old expression with great 
character, whilst remaining vibrant, energetic, and remarkably 
well-balanced. Bottled at 45% ABV. 

SHOP NOW

HAMPDEN THE YOUNGER 

Profile: Fresh and fruity.

Nose: Delicate and refined. Mango, banana, pepper, and varnish 
notes.

Palate: Gentle and tasty. Fresh pineapple juice, orange peel.

Finish: Extended and pleasant. Heated cane juice, cloves.

As a tribute to the Royal Navy’s rum flagon, the Younger has also been 
released in a 3-litre jug. 

LROK stands for Light Rum Owen Kelly, one of several marks made at 
Hampden Estate and refers to a rum with a high ester concentration. 
Ranging from 200 to 400 g/hLPA, this mark created in 1952 belongs to 
the Wedderburn Category, i.e., the heavy rums. In this case we have a rum 
with an ester content of 314,8 gr/hLPA. Hampden Estate the Younger has 
been aged for 5 years in the tropical climate of Jamaica. Bottled at 47% 
ABV it combines aromatic intensity due to its tropical aging and the 
freshness of a young rum.

SHOP NOW

Go BIG or go home… 
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